
Facial Recognition and 

Object Detection



 Facial recognition is a 2-step challenge

 Find (detect) the faces in an image

 Identify (recognize) the faces in an image

 Detection can be performed in many ways:

 Cascade classifier (Viola-Jones)

 Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HoG)

 Multitask Cascaded CNNs (MTCNNs)

 Use Viola-Jones for speed, MTCNN for 

accuracy

Face Detection



 Detects faces by examining photos for Haar-like features

 Uses integral images to quickly calculate differences in intensity 

between arbitrary adjacent blocks of pixels

Viola-Jones
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Cascade Classifiers

Stage 1

Stage 1 uses one feature 

to determine whether the 

frame input to the 

classifier contains a face. A 

positive response means it 

might, while a negative 

response means it 

conclusively does not 

and ends the cascade.
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10 features
100% detection rate

20% false-positive rate
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20 features
100% detection rate

10% false-positive rate
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Stage 2 uses 10 features 

to determine whether the 

frame contains a face. A 

positive response means it 

might, while a negative 

response means it does 

not. The cumulative false-

positive rate on output is 

20% of 50%, or 10%.

Stage 3 uses 20 features 

to determine whether the 

frame contains a face. A 

positive response means it 

might, while a negative 

response means it does 

not. The cumulative false-

positive rate on output is 

10% of 10%, or just 1%.

If all stages return 

positive, the classifier 

concludes that the 

frame contains a face. 

With just three 

stages, the error rate 

is 1%. More stages 

reduce the error 

rate exponentially.



import cv2

from cv2 import CascadeClassifier

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

image = plt.imread('PATH_TO_IMAGE_FILE')

model = CascadeClassifier(cv2.data.haarcascades + 'haarcascade_frontalface_default.xml')

faces = model.detectMultiScale(image)

for face in faces:

x, y, w, h = face

print(f'Upper left: ({x}, {y}), Lower right: ({x + w}, {y + h})')

Using OpenCV's CascadeClassifier Class



 Multitask cascaded convolutional neural networks (MTCNNs) use CNNs 

arranged in three stages to identify and refine bounding boxes

 Implementation available in Python package named MTCNN

MTCNN

P-Net - Shallow CNN that searches 
at various resolutions for features 
indicative of faces

R-Net - Deeper CNN that examines 
candidate rectangles more closely 
and rejects those that lack faces

O-Net - Filters candidate rectangles 
and identifies facial landmarks



from mtcnn.mtcnn import MTCNN

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

detector = MTCNN()

image = plt.imread('PATH_TO_IMAGE_FILE')

faces = detector.detect_faces(image)

for face in faces:

x, y, w, h = face['box']

print(f'Upper left: ({x}, {y}), Lower right: ({x + w}, {y + h})')

Using the MTCNN Class



Consulting/Training

Demo



 CNN trained from scratch on the LFW dataset achieves 90% accuracy

 Applying ResNet50 with transfer learning boosts accuracy to 93%

Using CNNs to Recognize Faces

CNN trained from scratch on LFW dataset Transfer learning with ResNet50



 Version of ResNet50 trained on more 

than 3 million facial images by University 
of Oxford’s Visual Geometry Group (VGG)

 Trained to recognize thousands of celebrities

 Excels at extracting features from facial images

 Weights published for anyone to use

 Python package keras-vggface contains 
trained model with TensorFlow-compatible 
weights and VGGFace class encapsulating 
those weights

VGGFace2
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Demo



 How do self-driving cars find objects 

in video frames and identify them in 

real time?

 State-of-the-art object-detection 

systems rely on CNNs

 Region-based CNNs (R-CNNs)

 You Only Look Once (YOLO)

 Trained on popular labeled datasets 

such as COCO and Open Images

Object Detection



What a Self-Driving Car Sees



 Used by some region-based CNNs to identify regions of interest by 

keying on similarities in color, texture, shape, and size

 Implemented in OpenCV's SelectiveSearchSegmentation class

Selective Search



 Candidate objects are usually identified by multiple bounding boxes

 NMS picks the best bounding box for each object using IoU algorithm

Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS)

Intersection over Union (IoU)



Region-Based CNNs

2014 2015 2016 2017

R-CNN Fast R-CNN Faster R-CNN Mask R-CNN

Identifies regions of 

interest using selective 

search or a similar 

algorithm. Scales each 

region and passes it to 

a CNN for feature 

extraction. Uses an SVM

to classify the features.

Identifies regions of 

interest using selective 

search or a similar 

algorithm. Passes entire 

image to a CNN for 

feature extraction. Maps 

output from selective 

search to feature map, 

uses ROI pooling to 

standardize features, 

and replaces SVM with 

fully connected layers.

Replaces selective 

search with a Region 

Proposal Network that 

identifies ROIs by 

sliding a window over 

the feature maps

generated by the first 

few layers of a CNN.

Adds instance 

segmentation to Faster 

R-CNN. Also improves 

accuracy by replacing 

ROI pooling with ROI 

alignment.



R-CNN
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Regions of interest are 

identified using selective 

search or a similar 

algorithm.

Each region of interest is 

scaled and input to a 

deep CNN for feature 

extraction. The output is a 

feature vector uniquely 

characterizing the region.

The feature vector is input to a 

support-vector machine for 

classification. The SVM yields a 

class label and a confidence 

score. NMS identifies the best 

bounding box for each object.



Fast R-CNN
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Regions of interest are identified 

using selective search or a similar 

algorithm. The entire image is 

passed to a CNN for feature 

extraction.

Each region projected to the 

feature map is reduced to a 

fixed-size feature vector using 

ROI pooling.

Feature vectors are flattened and input 

to fully connected layers for 

classification and regression. Output is 

split to predict a class and confidence 

level and a bounding box. NMS picks 

the best bounding box for each object.

Regions of interest are projected to the 

feature map generated by the CNN.
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Faster R-CNN

The entire image is passed to a 

CNN for feature extraction.

Each region proposed by the 

RPN is reduced to a fixed-size 

feature vector using ROI 

pooling.

Feature vectors are flattened and input 

to fully connected layers for 

classification and regression. Output is 

split to predict a class and confidence 

level and a bounding box. NMS picks 

the best bounding box for each object.

Features from the first few layers of the CNN are input to a Region Proposal 

Network to identify regions of interest. The RPN slides a window over the feature 

map to evaluate candidate regions defined by anchor boxes — typically 9 boxes of 

different sizes and aspect ratios.
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 Adds instance segmentation to 

Faster R-CNN

 Identifies individual pixels 

belonging to objects

 Provides additional context 

regarding those objects

 Used by Zoom to display 

custom backgrounds

 ONNX implementation available 

from Facebook Research

Mask R-CNN

Instance segmentation provides more detail about objects in 

a scene – for example, whether a person’s arms are extended

or whether that person is standing up or lying down



 Fastest object-detection system currently in existence

 Divides image into cells at multiple resolutions, inspects each cell for 

an object, and generates per-cell bounding boxes and probabilities

 Keras implementation available in keras-yolo3 project on GitHub

You Only Look Once (YOLO)
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